Executive Office, especially with the tran-
sport and availability this past year. She
port by
requested information on member sub-
bers who belong to sections belong to an
petition introduced by on-line journals.
technical and medical journals; and com-
tative Office is seeking both to better under-
dning of institutional subscrip-
tions and reserves. As previously reported
ating this change but having the specific
resolution adopted by COS does not make
committee's roles.
Continued on next page
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Official Reports
and Proceedings
1999-2000 Council Minutes
Tuesday, August 10, 1999
Council convened for the 1999-
2000 Council for its first meeting at 12:40
Present: Richard Alba, Catherine White-
beride, William T. Bailey, Florence B.
Berkman, Nels C. Anderson, Steven D.
DiMaggio, Paul England, Joe R. Feagin,
John H. Gold, William J. Grant, Mary-
Douglas S. Massey, Ross Matsueda, Alessio
Santoro, Patricia Ross, Ann Swidler,
Staff Felice J. Levine, Carla B. Hawery,
Florence S. Heineke, H. Steven L. Levin,
Roberta Spalter-Roth, Svetlana Durkovic,
Phoebe H. Stevenson, Edward Murguia,
Swidler, Robert Wuthnow.

1. Approval of the Agenda
The agenda was approved as amended.

2. Report of the President
President Feagin reported on plans and
projects. He indicated that the Program
Committee had completed the.
Council discussed the possibility of a
change in the market, caused by the fear of infla-
tio. Stevenson explained that the shifts
to know how that affected the ASA's port-

3. Report of the Secretary
Secretary Florence Bonner provided a
brief summary of reports on member-
ships, sections, and subscriptions. She noted
that the membership count to date is slightly
higher than what was anticipated in 1998. The retention rate remains high
proportional to the growth in membership,
these are not end-of-year figures, but that
is, the accuracy of the count for any given
year is visually due to a drop in in-
tersiddisciplinary memberships. She re-
nentioning interdisciplinary memberships.

4. Report of the Program-Executive Officer Levine raised the pos-

5. Report of the Program-Executive Officer Levine raised the pos-

6. Report on ASA Investments and Re-
vestments and Reserves.
Presently reported to Council are:

8. Proposed Section-in-formation on

American Sociological Review

9. Committee on Sections
Plenary to approve the recommendation of the ASA Committee on Sections to include an additional three
sections to the 2001 Program Committee.

10. Follow-up Discussion on ASA Editor Selection
ASA Council continued discussion of the ASA editor selection.
Council was asked to consider whether to
rns to return to the topic after an opportunity for additional thought.

11. Committee Appointments
The Council discussed nominations by
President Feagin for vacancies on the
Committee on Professional Ethics, the Commi-
n of nominations for the 1998-1999 Annual Meetings Awards. Secretary Bonner presented her recommendations to the Council on the Committee on the Executive Office and
Council liaison appointments to the ASA Advisory Panels. Executive Officer Levine noted that the Council had
thought these nominations would add to these Committees' roles.

Continued on next page

8. Proposed Section-in-formation on

American Sociological Review

9. Committee on Sections
Plenary to approve the recommendation of the ASA Committee on Sections to include an additional three
sections to the 2001 Program Committee.

10. Follow-up Discussion on ASA Editor Selection
ASA Council continued discussion of the ASA editor selection.
Council was asked to consider whether to
rns to return to the topic after an opportunity for additional thought.

11. Committee Appointments
The Council discussed nominations by
President Feagin for vacancies on the
Committee on Professional Ethics, the Commi-
n of nominations for the 1998-1999 Annual Meetings Awards. Secretary Bonner presented her recommendations to the Council on the Committee on the Executive Office and
Council liaison appointments to the ASA Advisory Panels. Executive Officer Levine noted that the Council had
thought these nominations would add to these Committees' roles.
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Motion: To ask that President Feagin appoint a steering and planning commit- tee for the EOB campaign and be willing to continue his leadership on this issue. Carried.

Council adjourned for the day at 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday, August 19, 1999

President Feagin convened the Council at 12:00 p.m.

The Council first turned to an item of business on the agenda previously set for meeting of Council. The meeting was scheduled for January 28-30, 2000.

13. Update on ASA Task Forces and Status Committees

Task Forces. Levine reviewed the progress of the five task forces. She indicated that two task forces had met after the Council last January. She indicated that the Subcommittee on Task Forces (the former Subcommittee on Committee Re- structuring) took the leadership role in this effort with a final date of July 11, 1999, each task force approved by Council last January. Levine also indicated that another two task forces were to meet by the end of June to review the outcomes of the restructure activity. Levine further reported that States Committee with Status Committees announced their positions and restructured under the Council's SCS have been scheduled for June 23, 1999. Levine indicated that she was confident that the Council would go beyond state SCS to work on committees that are status oriented. Levine further reported that Status Committees and Council should be improved by the selection of Status Council and annual report. Levine also noted that the Council had confirmed that all of these selection committee SCS be established by the fall. Levine also indicated that there would be a rotational and transitional process between Council liaisons so that incoming liaisons can shadow the outgoing liaisons creating a smooth transition and sharing of institutional memory.

14. Annual Meeting Issues

New Approaches for the Preliminary Pro- gram. Secretaries Boren reviewed preliminary program for the American Sociological Association's (ASA) annual meeting. Levine also noted that President Portes summarized the consideration of a bylaw change and the recommendation that a bylaw change to allow for the appointment of liaisons creating a smooth transition and sharing of institutional memory. Levine's suggestion to have conference with Status Committees as soon as possible and personally to discuss the matter. It was agreed by the Council that the process would go as anticipated to the next step. Secretary Boren asked that a steering committee be set up to set up an agenda and focus on the work to be undertaken in the fall.

15. Business Meeting Resolutions

Resolution on COC and CON. Council received the resolution submitted by the Sociologists for Women in Society (SWS) and the resolution of the National Organization on the Committee on Nomination (CON). Council received the resolution submitted by the SWS. Council noted that the resolution submitted by the SWS was to propose that a task force be appointed to propose the full ASA membership alternative for the election of liaisons to represent the ASA in the full Committee on Nomination (CON). Council recommended that the full resolution be adopted and submitted to the SWS for further consideration.

Motion: To approve the EOB-recom- mended changes in Annual Meeting reg- ulations, as amended. Carried. (Yes, 11; no, 0)

16. Business Meeting Resolutions

Decision on Canada's 1999 Annual Me- ting. Council received the resolution submitted by the SWS. Council noted that the resolution submitted by the SWS was to propose that a task force be appointed to propose the full ASA membership alternative for the election of liaisons to represent the ASA in the full Committee on Nomination (CON). Council recommended that the full resolution be adopted and submitted to the SWS for further consideration.

Motion: To approve the EOB-recom- mended changes in Annual Meeting reg- ulations, as amended. Carried. (Yes, 11; no, 0)

Conclusion

Continued on next page
Minutes, continued

could simply follow what SWCs recom-

Method: To acknowledge with the resolu-

over the years of the Pro-

The Minority selection as set forth in the ASA By-Laws

in the course of the ASR controversy Council had followed the rules for editor

Further Resolution Regarding ASR.

In accordance with the resolution

Mental Health."

Junior Fellows, along with a new effort.

minutes, without a prioritiza-

The ASA membership should be informed

Committee on Nominations as well as

chain of events. Alba suggested that, to avoid any

Council extends its apologies to

winter. Charles Carcin as well as to all editor

In the debate, both the
drug abusers. Fellows have found this training

To invest further in participating depart-

Academic and Professional Affairs

The Working Group on Social Indicators

President lent the support of his former placement, Sen. Paul Wellstone

and other forms of dissemination about

but with different time for mem-

Council had followed the rules for editor

The ASA has already been

ownership. Council had followed the rules for editor

Academic and Professional Affairs Program (CAP).

Spalter-Roth reported on the service that

Swallowing Displacement: A proposal for a

research brief on Mentally Ill Women's Addictions: Research Conceptual

were being solicited for conference presentation and/or in inclusion in an ed-

American Psychological Association,

of ASA journals. She noted

Contact: AAUW Educational Founda-

Executive Officer Levine

Academic and Professional Affairs

Theifting by ASA editors. The ASA has

return to the level at which it was.

Interpersonal Violence. Contact:

I

in the course of the ASR controversy Council had followed the rules for editor

1997, 2000, University of George-

Continued on next page

2000. Contact: Wesley B. Baker, Conference Coordinator, 750 First Street

and accessible way of providing others

Continental Humanities Alliance) to brief Coun-

Harry Lumonden, Editor, Community College Journal of Research and Practice,

Community College Journal of Research and Practice, 15 (3), 103-117. (2003),

Research Committee on Sociology of

Summer Learning and the Achieve-

North American Women's Addictions: Research Conference.

Hall's bid for the Student Travel Award.

Continental Money from their discretionary ac-

Continental Money from their discretionary ac-

Spalter-Roth reported on the contacts that the Research Program provides to depart-

necessary. Carried.

and Social Policy. Contact: Andrea L. Press and

New Doctorates in Sociology:

Submissions are being solicited for conference presentation and/or in inclusion in an ed-

Local and Regional Community Conference, September 28-29, 2000,

Small and Regional Community Conference, September 28-29, 2000, Boston, M.

Women's Studies Conference, October 6-7, 2000, Southern Connecticut State

Women's Studies Conference, October 6-7, 2000, Southern Connecticut State

American Psychological Association, 1111 19th Street NW, Washing-

Continuing Education: Women's Health: Translating Psychosocial and

Community College Journal of Research and Practice, 15 (3), 103-117. (2003),

Ohio University, Athens, OH 45701-2979; (740) 593-1014; fax (740) 593-1012; e-mail

Resolved: that new Council be estab-

Spalter-Roth reported on the contacts that the Research Program provides to depart-

Call for Papers

American Association of University Women Educational Foundation Sym-

American Psychological Association, 1111 19th Street NW, Washing-

Summer Learning and the Achieve-

Graduate Workshop on National Ident-

by the ASA membership should be informed

Community College Journal of Research and Practice, 15 (3), 103-117. (2003),

in the course of the ASR controversy Council had followed the rules for editor


by ASA editors. The ASA has

Swallowing Displacement: A proposal for a

Correction: AAUW Educational Founda-

Community College Journal of Research and Practice, 15 (3), 103-117. (2003),

Fear of the effort to launch a dic-

Social Indicators Research: Human Dimension (SISR:HD) and the American

American Psychological Association, 1111 19th Street NW, Washing-

Summer Learning and the Achieve-

Graduate Workshop on National Ident-

American Psychological Association, 1111 19th Street NW, Washing-


Mental Health.

Francesca Williams, newsletter editor.

by ASA editors. The ASA has

Spalter-Roth reported on the contacts that the Research Program provides to depart-

American Psychological Association, 1111 19th Street NW, Washing-

Friday, October 6, 2000, Binghamton University, Room 1045, OSS.

Continued on next page
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